
Victorian Elevator
Live in comfort at home. The Victorian Elevator offers a 
smooth and comfortable run. With its wide range of cab 
styles and designs, the Victorian uses quality material, wood 
finishes, and fixtures to create the perfect elevator for you 
and your home.

The Victorian door system allows for flexibility in your home. 
The convenience of our sliding door system on the elevator 
car, and automatic or manually operated swing doors on the 
landings preserve your design elements and privacy, while 
maintaining the maximum use of  
your home. 

Whether you’re building your dream home or simply want to 
enjoy the freedom to access all levels of your present home, 
we have the elevator that will fit  your lifestyle.

Enjoy the convenience of our sliding door system on the 
elevator car, and automatic or manually operated swing 
doors on the landings.

Gates and Doors

Attention to detail is reflected in the choice of premium materials 
offer a finished and superior product.

Premium Materials

Seamless integration allows you to preserve the design elements 
of your home.

Seamless Integration
Winding

Drum
950
lbs

40
fpm

Up to
50 feet
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Power Supply        Power unit adaptable to any home 
         power source, 220/1

Drive System        Winding Drum

Max. Capacity        950 lbs (subject to local jurisdiction)

Stops         4

Travel Speed             40 fpm (subject to local jurisdiction)

Travel Height        50 feet (subject to local jurisdiction)

Safety Features       Emergency lighting, emergency 
         lowering with DC backup,  
         emergency stop alarm

Standard Features Included:

Design your Victorian Elevator

Cabin Finishes
Wood veneer offers  
a sleek wood option 
or a base for a cabinet 
finisher to add  
moldings to match  
any home decor.

Available Finishes

Eclipse Frisquet Dorato 
Grey

Classic
Chocolate

Otter
Grey

Shipsaw Serenity Etrusco Charcoal Sheer
Linen

Note: the ceiling finish 
will be the same as the  
cabin finish.

Two Recessed 
LED Lights 
(Standard)

Four Recessed 
LED Lights

White with
Silver Frame

(Standard)

Clear Acrylic
with Silver Frame

(Standard)

Clear Acrylic with 
Black Frame

(Custom)

White with
Black Frame

(Custom)

Door Finishes Ceiling Lighting


